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1800 805 364

CODE  DIMENSIONS
PACK 
SIZE

JI9508 105mm W x 25mm H 100

JI9509 105mm W x 40mm H 100

JI9510 105mm W x 60mm H 100

JI9515 Clips 100

CODE  DIMENSIONS
PACK 
SIZE

JI9516 914mm W x 25mm H 50

JI9517 1200mm W x 25mm H 50

JI9515 Clips 100

Hanging label holders are an 
ideal solution for product, price 
and barcode signage on wire 
bins. Hanging label holders 
feature a scanner-legible profile 
and are open on three sides 
for easy label placement.

These hanging label holders 
are connected with our Super 
Lock Clips. 

*All hanging labels come with Clips.

Hanging label holders that 
have been designed for 
item, price and barcoding 
on wire shelving.

Featuring a scanner-legible 
profile and open on three 
sides for easy label insert, 
these hanging label holders 
are connected with our 
Super Lock Clips.

Krosstech provides a range of durable and affordable labelling 
solutions that are designed to display product details while 
maintaining superior visibility, clarity and organisation.

Long-lasting and easy to install, our storage labelling system 
includes the following ranges:

HANGING 
LABELS FOR 
WIRE BINS

*All hanging labels come with Clips.

LABELLING SOLUTIONS

https://www.krosstech.com.au/
https://www.krosstech.com.au/


EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

1800 805 364 
sales@krosstech.com.au

59 Racecourse Rd,
Rutherford NSW 2320

krosstech.com.au

FOR GENERAL AND SALES 
INQUIRIES CONTACT:

FAST DISPATCH 
AND DELIVERY
The team at Krosstech ensure your 
order is dispatched in the quickest 
possible time for your convenience.

OUTSTANDING 
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Krosstech has developed a solid 
reputation as a trusted supplier and 
operator through uncompromising 
customer service.

QUICK AND EASY 
ORDERING
Whether it is phone, fax, email or 
online, you will be surprised how easy 
it is to place an order with Krosstech.

CODE  DIMENSIONS
PACK 
SIZE

BV2509 1200mm x 26mm 50

BV2510 914mm x 26mm 50

BV2511 1200mm x 39mm 50

BV2512 914mm x 39mm 50

CODE  DIMENSIONS
PACK 
SIZE

BV2560 105mm W x 26mm H 100

BV2561 105mm W x 39mm H 100

BV2562 80mm W x 30mm H 100

CODE  DIMENSIONS
PACK 
SIZE

BM9850 110mm W x 25mm H 25

BM9851 110mm W x 50mm H 25

BM9852 210mm W x 70mm H 25

CODE  DIMENSIONS
PACK 
SIZE

BM9853 60mm H Per M

Self-adhesive label holder strips 
are the perfect holders on 
fixed product storage shelves 
for product, price and barcode 
signage labels.

Self-adhesive label holder strips 
are open on three sides for 
easy label insert, and feature 
a scanner-legible profile. Self-
adhesive label holder strips 
are supplied with double-sided 
adhesive tape for mounting on 
flat surfaces such as shelving. 

Bin label holders are designed 
specifically for clear identification 
on plastic parts bins and trays, and 
corresponding product storage shelves. 
This clarity allows logistics staff to 
identify variable storage locations and 
move goods in and out of storage. 
Bin label holders give the flexibility of 
updating product detail easily.

Magnetic label holder pockets are an 
ideal solution for product, price and 
barcode signage on steel surfaces 
such as racking, shelving, and storage 
cabinets.

• Open on one side for label insert 
placement 

• Feature a scanner-legible profile

• Specifically used in varying storage 
locations, being easily relocatable

Magnetic label strips from Krosstech 
have been designed for product 
signage on steel surfaces such as 
racking, shelving and storage cabinets. 
These flexible magnetic label strips are 
used in varying locations, being easily 
relocatable, and signage can be written 
on or attached. 

ADHESIVE 
LABEL HOLDER 
STRIPS

MAGNETIC 
LABEL POCKETS 

MAGNETIC 
LABEL STRIPSBIN LABELS

Magnetic label strip

Magnetic label strip on shelf face
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